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Bring Christ into your everyday

life. God does not only want to

be called upon in the times of

difficulty, He wants to be

present in all that we do

including during play, eating

and other everyday things that

we do. Christ over everything!

Christ In My

Everyday Life

At God's wavelength, our minds

are set up above into the things

that are heavenly and divine. At

God's wavelength, God shows

us His ways. Operating at God's

wavelength is working in line

with the Holy Spirit. We see

better, feel better, know better

and do better.

At God's

Wavelength

Despite today's trend putting

human in a powerful state,

having power over things, we

can easily assume that no one is

greater than us. But only one is

the greatest. He is the sovereign

king of Glory, the all-knowing,

ever-present almighty and

everlasting God. He can do and

undo all things.

Only One Is

The Greatest

While there are areas of

specializations, it is hard to find

someone who will say he/she

started out with one single thing

and are doing that one thing till

date. Even Christ started as the son

of a carpenter before starting full

time ministry. We are built with

various capacities and

competencies and through it all

we must be joyful and bring glory

to God.

Random Yet

Joyful

OUR 
STORY



BELIEVE 
WHAT YOU 
WEAR. 
WEAR 
WHAT YOU 
BELIEVE.

WITH LOVE

SPREAD GOOD GODLY VIBES EVERYWHERE YOU GO.

Quoted references can also be helpful. references to people can also be made

through the written accounts of interviews and debates confirming the factuality of

the writer’s information and the reliability of his source. the writer can use

redirection to ensure that the reader keeps reading the article and to draw

her attention to other articles. 



Our 
Story

It started as a simple idea with a mission:

create high-quality, well-designed gospel-

themed goods that I would want to buy

and use myself.

by Oluwaseun Oyeniran
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BUILT WITH PASSION 
AND LOVE

Having spent over a decade printing

t-shirt using DIY techniques and

building exceptional skills in design

using software such as CorelDraw

and Adobe Illustrator, I essentially 

built Govibly from the scratch by

applying fundamental design

concepts using lines and shapes and

kept things simple but solid. I have

high inclination for quality in all that

I do so that rubbed on my design

and production process for Govibly

as well. My strongest motivation for

Govibly is however the opportunity

of sharing the good news.  

I strongly believe that T-Shirts

remains a durable day-to-day

products and the front and back 

space not only provide us the

opportunity to show artistic

capabilities but also to present the

gospel good news message in a very

artistic form.  the good news

shouldn’t be as complicated as we

thought it to be. It can be a fun,

joyful and rewarding activity.

IT’S MORE THAN JUST  

T-SHIRTS. IT’S A MINDSET.  

IT’S A WAY OF LIFE. IT IS
ENGAGING TODAY'S
CULTURE WITH A MESSAGE
OF TRUTH AND HOPE
WHILE SPREADING GOOD
GODLY VIBES
EVERYWHERE WITH LOVE! 

Govibly is a brand deeply rooted in my

passion for spreading godly, positive vibes

and the fact that God is the chief creator

and designer who designed us for a good

cause and to spread good vibes of love,

hope and unity. I believe we all have a

collective role to play in this. 

Govibly is not about reinventing the wheel

or anything unheard of before, but about

putting the power of creativity to work,

and making better versions of existing

words and concepts and turning them

into products people will value and want

to own and use. This mindset of creation

and attention to detail has allowed me to

find success in unconventional ways, and

to pioneer a whole new path as we

continue to grow a tribe around the

brand. 

My hope is that as this tribe built on love

emerges, we will be able to shine a ray of

hope in the midst of the world's agony.

And that we spread good news, first, by

celebrating the good news and then

becoming the good news ourselves as we

spread good vibes. I hope simple, everyday

events like going for coffee with friends,

hanging out and so on will become

"Govibly" moments. Together we can

create the community we want - a

community built on love. 

Govibly didn’t start with a formal

business plan like many other

traditional businesses do. Instead of

following traditional or corporate

model of starting a business; I tried

to apply common sense and

research to figure things out as they

came up.  

OUR STORY 

Giving Back and Paying it Forward 

Being a brand built on the foundations of

faith and a culture to inspire and create

positive vibes, we have incorporated a

charity component on top of what we do.

Not only do specific portion of our profit go

to those in need, we will also be doing

cloth drives during special seasons of the

year to provide for the homeless.

Throughout the year, we hope to partner

with other community agencies to host

Govibly events to help raise funds for select

charities. Some of our special sales events

are driven to raise funds to provide meals

to children and to help orphanages around

the world.
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DESIGNS THAT 
INSPIRES

Even as we grow, one thing that I’ve

always wanted for Govibly is to maintain

the personal touch. We don’t try to

make Govibly look like a big

corporation. We aim to be transparent

as much as possible. On our social

media and through other avenues we

have lined up, we will be using the

Govibly platform to help so many youths

and young adults by sharing a lot of the

behind the scenes about how I design

products and run Govibly. No matter

how big Govibly gets, I always want to

be accessible to fans and customers. I

love connecting with people on Twitter,

Instagram, and Facebook. The business

itself was born out of a personal

commitment to equip and bless people

and to engender a new wave of positive

energy and good godly vibes.

Although I have come to know that there

is more to running a brand, the creation

process and the opportunity to inspire

someone is what keeps me going. Govibly

will always remain a design-driven brand

where design and quality come first. 

Keeping it Personal 

OUR STORY 

Ever since the beginning, Govibly has

been about my passion first and foremost

for the gospel and also for quality well

designed products. It is about positioning

ourselves in this 21st century modern day

era to effectively spread gospel truth as

well as promote the use of talent and arts

in designing products that will bring

hope and inspire people.  

As we continue to grow in a lot of ways,

our core mandate is to remain

committed to our original mission of

producing gospel themed products and

ultimately spreading love and good godly

vibes. I will continue to pay close

attention to the quality of our design

ensuring that it remains first in class,

representing everything you will expect

of a modern-day brand.  

Every single item is still personally

designed by me, and I think the designs

are maturing alongside my own depth

and experiences.  

Where community connects
organically

For over 5years, I have been providing

support to less privileged university

students from my personal paycheque.

But I have not been able to expand what I

give as the need continue to rise. Running

Govibly will give me the opportunity to

help more students further their

education and escape poverty.  

I also recently found out that lots of

charities who work within our

communities are closing down. The

primary reason being that they run out of

funding. So I thought to myself what if I

create a social-good component on top of

our business model where charities get to

meet with the community and share their

journeys and stories. Inherent in every one

of us is the capacity to do good. So I

further realized that there are plenty of

individuals willing to contribute time,

energy and resources to either join forces

with charities or just intending to do good

and spread positive vibes in their

communities. So these are the lines of

thoughts that also gave rise to Govibly

Mobile App.  

I absolutely believe that we can have a

new business model that is representative

of the diversity of our goodness as a

community and by extension in our world

today. So as you become a part of the

Govibly community, you are buying better

and encouraging a fitting marketplace

model. Together, we can create a world

even more wonderful than we might

imagine. 

What’s Next 
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"It’s all about living 
intentionally and 
purposefully; following my 
passion and taking those 
little steps to make the 
world a better place - one 
day at a time"

I am more than available to sit with you

over a coffee table so we can talk more

about Govibly and what we can do

together. Feel free to reach me on

@govibly on all social media platforms

or just email me at govibly@gmail.com.

I personally respond to all inquiries and

requests :) 

Govibly - let's spread 
good godly vibes
Although I am still a regular 9-5 guy,

I’ve put a lot of time and effort to

building Govibly by working late

nights and weekends to refine designs,

organize logistics, pack orders and put

the whole idea together. I hope these

designs get good acceptance in our

community and all around the world,

and that the knowledge of the brand

spreads organically through word of

mouth and online features. 
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The App has been designed for you
to create good news by tapping
into your creative abilities and by
encouraging and lifting up the
good around you. With this App you
can support a cause, create your
own, host local Govibly events for
you and your friends, post
inspirational good news feeds all
while earning points and award
that can be used for store
purchases. Spread good godly vibes
with love!



CHRIST 
IN MY 
EVERYDAY 
LIFE

Romans 12:1 

"So here’s what I want you to do,

God helping you: Take your
everyday, ordinary life—your
sleeping, eating, going-to-work, and
walking-around life—and place it
before God as an offering.

Embracing what God does for you is
the best thing you can do for him." 

When we hear everyday life, what
comes to mind is simple things like
playing tic-tac-toe or any other fun
event together as a family and
sharing good memories. And
playstation captures it effectively
with the shapes on the game
controller: Christ wants to be present in our

walk, talk, sleeping, eating and all the
mundane things that we do day in
and out. 

But an understanding of The Message
translation of Romans 12 means to
make our everyday life an opportunity
for worship. We are encouraged here
to include Christ in all that we do
including when we are playing games
like tic-tac-toes and in other lleisure
moments. Christ isn't someone we only
bring out at Church or at private
moments.  
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Christ wants to be 
present in our 
everyday life including 
when we play a game 
like tic-tac-toe"

As you wear this shirt, you carry a powerful

message that Christ is with you in all that you

do whether playing or working. The short

message above will be put in a postcard and

ships together with every order. Both the t-

shirt and the post card can be used as short

message or encouraging words with a group

or during personal conversations. 

Bring Christ Into All 
That You Do
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AT GOD'S

John 14:26 

"But the Comforter, [which is] the
Holy Ghost, whom the Father will
send in my name, he shall teach you
all things, and bring all things to your
remembrance, whatsoever I have
said unto you." (NIV) 

Waves are like currents, they carry
energy and power. When we are at
God's wavelength, it basically means
we are operating at his frequency and
in resonance with His spirit. It is
powerful thing to experience. 

Whether God presents himself in the
form of cloud (Job 26:9), a still small
voice (1 Kings 19:12). as a fire (Exodus
3:2), or rain (Genesis 7:12), those of us
who operate at God's wavelength are
in tune with His hand at work. 

Its always a good thing to dwell in
God's secret place (Psalm 91).  rest in
Him (Psalms 37:7-9).. 

Although there are many waves and
vibes out there, many of them don't
liberate or bring peace. 

At God's wavelength, our minds are
set up above into the things that
are heavenly and divine. At God's
wavelength, God shows us His ways
(Psalms 25:4-5), we know His will,
we are at peace and His presence is
evident in and around us. We see
better and want to do right. It's an
awesome experience. 

Many of them carry some type of
energy that could lead us to do
things that are not nice or fair to
other people. But at God's
wavelength, we experience the
supernatural peace and power of
the pure and gentle Holy Spirit. 

WAVELENGTH
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AT GOD'S
WAVELENGHT

In him we live move and have
our being (Acts 17:28).  

Being in tune with God helps us
align our live's journey  with the
blueprint He has ordained for us
from the foundations of the
earth. We live and operate with
purpose and intentionality. We
become and offering to the
world and are fit for heaven in
the end. 

It's a really good thing to
operate at God's wavelength!
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"At God's wavelength, 
our minds are set up 
above into the things that 
are heavenly and divine. 
At God's wavelength, God 
shows us His ways"

As you wear this shirt, you carry a powerful

message that you are operating at God's

wavelength. The short message above will be

put in a postcard and ships together with

every order. Both the t-shirt and the post card

can be used as short message or encouraging

words with a group or during personal

conversations. 

Operate at God's 
Wavelength
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OPEN 
HAPPINESS 
AND JOY

"There are different kinds of gifts, but the
same Spirit distributes them." Acts 17:28
(NIV) 

I am yet to see a person who only does one
thing in life. Despite the fact that we are all
made to have at least one area of
specialization, chances are that a large
number of us are either multi-talented or
are doing a number of things until we figure
out that one thing we are called to do. All
colours and shades come from God. So
whether you are joggling singing and a
catering job together or you are a full time
mother nursing your children at home while
running a freelance design company or
you’re that hands of guy who combines a
cleaning job with interior design and
furnishing work on a call basis, everything is
perfectly normal. It’s all part of the journey.  

Enjoy the process. Take stock of your
progress. Rejoice in all things.It’s ok to try
out many things while building competency
on the growth curve. There are certain
things we clearly notice that we are not
good at. There are some we find that we are
good at. But if we don’t first try out things,

how do we find our competency or know
what we are really good at? So don’t beat
your head because you feel you don’t know
what you’re called to do as of yet. Whatever
random stuff you find doing, do it well. It
will pave way for the next big thing. 

Jesus too started as a carpenter with His
earthly father and later became a
teacher (Mark 6:3). Before He began His
ministry, Jesus was likely His father’s
apprentice. It is bizarre to think that God
Incarnate was taught to build things by
a human man, but it seems that in this,

as in all other aspects of His earthly life,  

A number of the people in scriptures
started off doing one thing and then
ending up with another. Not that they
were confused in the beginning. We
however found that everything they
started out with had an impact in the
end. Joseph started joining his dad and
brothers to the farm, got sold into slavery
and had to develop cleaning and
housekeeping skills and ultimately ended
up in the Governor of Egypt, second only
to the King with political powers to rule
and govern people (Genesis 30 – Genesis
41).  
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OPEN 
HAPPINESS 
- FIND THE 
JOY

Jesus submitted Himself to the
humility of being fully human like
every one of us in our randomness
(Philippians 2:6–8). In fact, there is
some evidence that the Greek word
used for “carpenter” (tekton) could also
be translated more broadly as “artisan,”

“contractor,” or “handyman.” It is
possible, therefore, that Jesus and
Joseph were the sort of men you call
when something needs to be fixed—be
it made of wood, stone, or something
else. The joy and blessedness of being
random :)In our technologically
advanced modern day 21st century
world, we are faced with a number of
questions that require a multifaceted
approach to answer them. 

Our ability to embrace multiple skills,

talents and ability place us in a
position to reach more people and
bring increasingly sustainable
solution.A note of caution though.

Don’t be a jack of all trade and master
of none. Be a Jack of a few trades and
master in some. In the randomness of
life, through the ups and down, the
good and not-so-good experiences, we
get to find blessedness of God and life
and to unravel all the gifts and talents
placed inside of us. So go for it. Do it
with love and some vitality. Celebrate
all through the way. Spread good
vibes. 
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"Although we are all made to 
have at least one area of 
specialization, chances are 
that a large number of us are 
either multi-talented or are 
doing a number of things until 
we figure out that one thing 
we are called to do.  What 
ever you find doing, do it well. 
Do it gladly."

As you wear this shirt, you carry a powerful

message of joy, hope, courage, strength and

everything in-between. The short message

above will be put in a postcard and ships

together with every order. Both the t-shirt

and the postcard can be used as a short

message or encouraging words with a group

or during personal conversations. 

Find the joy in all 
situations - Unleash 
happiness
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ONLY ONE 
IS THE 
GREATEST

For you are great and do marvelous
deeds; you alone are God. 

Psalm 86:10-12 

Despite today's trend putting human
in a powerful state, having power over
things, we can easily assume that no
one is greater than us. But only one is
the greatest. He is the sovereign king
of Glory, the all-knowing, ever-present
almighty and everlasting God. He can
do and undo all things. 

They experience aches and pains.

They have troubled minds and hungry
hearts. They cannot stave off death
nor guarantee life beyond the grave. 

Only one is the greatest and that is
God. God is great enough to meet all
our needs, great enough to forgive all
our sins, and great enough to carry us
through the dark valley of death into
eternity, to be with Him forever.
Irrespective of where we are in life, our
social status or condition, we must
recognize that God is the greatest. 

Many times we feel that we are on top
of the world. We feel like no one is
greater than ourselves. We feel so
powerful and pumped. With
technological advancement giving us
the ability to do things that are
unimaginable before like self-driving
cars, industrial robots, and other
innovation in communication and
production.  

Our sense of accomplishment, career,
wealth, social status or the position
and titles we hold compared to other
people tend to make us feel like we
are the greatest. But is a really
humbling thing to know that despite
all that, there is still someone who is
greater than we are. And that is God. 

   

It is obvious that there are men and
woman who are great thinkers,

scientists, inventors and high
achievers in their various fields. These
great men and women tower above
other people, but they inadvertently
same needs we do.  
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ONLY ONE 
IS THE 
GREATEST

Chris Tomlin sand the following lines in
his song Indescribable: 

From the highest of heights to the depths
of the sea. Creation revealing Your
majesty. From the colors of fall to the
fragrance of spring. Every creature unique
in the song that it sings. All exclaiming 

Indescribable, uncontainable, 

You placed the stars in the sky and You
know them by name. 

You are amazing God 

All powerful, untameable, 

Awestruck we fall to our knees as we
humbly proclaim 

You are amazing God 

Immortal, invisible, God only wise 
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"Despite today's trend 
putting human in a 
powerful state, we can 
easily conclude that we 
are the greatest. But no. 
Only one is the greatest, 
and that is God"

As you wear this shirt, you carry a powerful

message that only one is the greatest and

that is God. The short message above will be

put in a postcard and ships together with

every order. Both the t-shirt and the postcard

can be used as a short message or

encouraging words with a group or during

personal conversations. 

Only God is the 
Greatest
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SPREADING GOOD GODLY VIBES WITH LOVE

OFFICIAL MOBILE APP LAUNCH

Complete prototype of the mobile
app has been developed by

Oluwaseun Oyeniran. Coding and final
prototyping is ongoing. This will be
officially launched early next year

2019.

STRENGTHENING AND  
UNITING COMMUNITIES

The Govibly mobile app has been
designed with lots of community
building features. You can share
what is called "good newsfeeds",

support someone trying to do
something good or create your own
good cause. You can also create an

event or small meeting groups.
Here's the best part, every good you

do is rewarded right on the app!

DO MIGHTY THINGS  
WORK WONDERS

Despite the trend in the media and all
the sad reports we see on TV everyday,

we have the capacity to change
landscape and turn the story around for

good; one person at a time. One
community at a time, one good news

story at a time. We can do it!

@govibly
www.govibly.com


